There’s nothing like a day at the pool or at the beach. But as much fun as water is, it can cause severe health problems in your ears.

Experienced water lovers know that custom swim plugs from Westone are the best way to keep your ears high dry. Your ears are unique, just like your fingerprints. So, only custom-molded swim plugs—made from an impression taken of your ear—can provide the ultimate in lightweight comfort and fit. “Generic” earplugs are all wet, compared to the protection Westone swim plugs provide.

The best swim plugs are the most fun, too.

Choose from AquaNof™ swim plugs with their vibrant neon colors, or Swyl™—a combination of up to three colors of your choice, swirled together in patterns that are always different, always unique.

Both AquaNof™ and Swyl™ swim plugs are made of the finest soft, comfortable silicone. They have handles, so they’re easy to insert and remove. They’re clearly marked for your left and right ears, and you can even have a cord installed to hang them around your neck.

For your ears only! Each AquaNof™ and Swyl™ swim plug is custom-molded to fit your ears perfectly.

They float, making them almost impossible to lose. And each set is backed with the same guarantee of satisfaction we’ve insisted upon for over 40 years.

See your hearing healthcare professional. And don’t go near the water without Westone custom swim plugs!

Westone also provides custom earpieces and headsets for virtually all cellular and wireless phones, so you can enjoy the safety and comfort of hands-free conversation. See your hearing healthcare professional or contact us.

www.customswimplugs.com
It's a loud, loud, loud, loud, world out there!

And it’s getting louder every day, making the risk of permanent damage to your hearing very real.

Some of these sources of noise are obvious... things like airplanes, guns at the shooting range, loud cars at a race track. Others are not so obvious, but equally dangerous. For example, every time you cut your lawn... attend a concert... or take an exercise class... you’re subjecting your priceless hearing to potentially damaging noise.

Even a crying baby can reach 110 decibels! If you work in a noisy environment, without proper protection it’s simply a matter of when—not if—you will suffer irreversible hearing loss.

Just 15 minutes of exposure to 115 decibel noise can cause permanent hearing damage. And, prolonged exposure to even modest noise can have a cumulative effect over years, causing serious psychological and physiological problems.

Hearing protection as individual as your ears.

Because your ears are unique, just like your fingerprints, only custom-molded earplugs can provide the ultimate in lightweight comfort, fit, and attenuation (noise reduction). "One size fits all" foam and generic over-the-counter earplugs simply cannot match the effectiveness and comfort of Westone custom earplugs.

Each Westone earplug is molded from an impression taken of your ear. This results in a fit so exact you can wear them all day.

Whatever your ears like to do, we'll take care of them.

Westone makes over 15 different styles of earplugs in over a dozen different materials. Each is designed for specific applications and environments, from work to play. Your hearing healthcare professional can advise you on which Westone products are recommended for your personal needs.

Yes, it's a noisy world out there. But with custom hearing protection from Westone, you can quiet things down—and protect your precious hearing at the same time.

Westone also makes a complete line of custom hearing protection and amplified products specifically for musicians. See your hearing healthcare professional or contact us.